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Creative space making from the bottom up. 
With its one-of-a-kind platform, Bassline sets 
the rhythm of the room. 

Tables that multitask. Seating that moves  
with the needs of the enterprise. Storage  
that conquers mere utility with clever  
style. Bassline is like the people who use it.  
Expressive.



Storage with 
Personality

Finally, storage that does more. Storage that 
can take center stage. Storage that doubles as 
a form of expression. Made for creative minds, 
Bassline Storage picks up on the rhythm of the 
room with the same great base. Then adds to 
the composition with panels, cutouts, doors 
and more. High. Low. Flow. Formerly known  
as storage.



Simple Seating that 
Works the Room

Ideas move around. People move with them. 
Bassline Benches are designed to ease the  
flow. To gather then disperse. To sit between 
meetings. To put your feet up. Sleek but 
mighty, this is a well-crafted beauty that lifts 
the spirits and punctuates the space.





Tables with Room to Play

A table can be so much more. Bassline Tables 
are multi-talented, like you. Expressive tops on 
inviting legs. Distinct shapes that fit together 
then pull apart. Hardworking boxes and bag 
drops. With a steady base driving the rhythm 
of the room.



Bassline Custom Tables:
Make It Your Own

The Bassline platform anchors 
whatever expression you desire 
with an inviting consistency.  
Personalize your table with  
a custom top. A Bassline  
workspace is not out of the box. 
It’s out of your imagination.



Bassline Box Top Table with Bag Drop

How do you make a practical side table 
even more practical? Make space. Every-
one carries a bag. Bassline Box Top Table 

with Bag Drop ingeniously answers the 
question of where to put it. 

Bassline Box Top Table

Sturdy, practical, and interesting, the 
Bassline Box Top Table personalizes 

lounge and collaborative spaces.  
The handy open shelf, in wood and  

patterned or solid metal, can be fitted 
with optional power.

Bassline Two Seat Bench

Like our One Seat Bench, the larger 
version is available in solid or multicolor 
upholstery with a decorative pull in the 

middle of the seat. A comfortable perch. 

The Bassline 
Collection

Bassline Custom Table 
 

Create a one-of-a-kind table with Bassline’s 
one-of-a-kind platform. With a sturdy,  
scalable base that supports up to 800 
pounds, the variations are impressive.

Bassline Occasional Table

Anchor any lounge area with the  
foundational elegance of Bassline  

Occasional Tables. Choose from standard  
or custom materials, and a huge range  

of shapes and sizes. An admirable  
centerpiece. 

Bassline One Seat Bench 
 with Side Table

Where do you put your coffee? Here. The 
One Seat Bench with Side Table offers the 
style and sturdiness of Bassline benches 

with an added side surface. Because we all 
need one. 

Bassline Credenza

Credenzas are seldom so expressive.  
Customize the Bassline Credenza with a  

variety of lively panel, door, and finish  
options. Low-rise and solidly supported,  

it doubles as a sturdy table. 

Bassline Standing Storage

Storage that stands for attractive utility, 
Bassline Standing Storage is sleekly 

modern from any angle. Pick from multiple 
styles and finishes. Divide space.  

Store in style.

Bassline One Seat Bench

Built on the strong Bassline base, our 
Bench Seating plays several roles: seat, 

ottoman, side table. Personalize a lounge 
setting with a wide range of upholstery, 

contrast stitching and leg finishes.

Bassline Asymmetrical Table

Shaped to create possibilities, Bassline 
Asymmetrical Tables can confidently stand 
alone or be attractively grouped. Choose 

from small, medium, or large - and a range 
of surface materials.
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